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COMMAND 12 21 

 Pronounced: « command twelve twenty-one »
 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

 The Pleiadians have released certain protocols to heal humanity during different situations. 

Let us use these protocols to benefit!

 A special Surface Task Force has been formed on the motherships of the Light Forces, with global 
teams working on the planetary energy grid. Personal teams are working on assisting individual 

Lightworkers and Lightwarriors, monitoring and evaluating their development and preparing 
them for Contact.

 Each of us is connected to a multidimensional Pleiadian galactic team that uses 
stardust technology to scan us remotely and assist us.

Source: http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2020/08/planetary-initiation.html

http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2020/08/planetary-initiation.html


COMMAND 12 21 

 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

« COMMAND 12 21 » has two main functions:

 The first is to help and assist us, even in emergencies.

If you wish a personal team to be formed for you and assist you, you need to say the protocol aloud three times. 
The first time you say this, a personal team will be formed, and each time you invoke the protocol after that, 
your personal team will check your status and help whenever and however they can.

 The protocol also has a communication function. You can use it to communicate with your 

team, make requests, thank your team or simply talk to them. 

Don't hesitate to treat each member of your team as a true friend; talk to them as if they were in front of you as 
3D beings. Confide in them your fears, concerns, questions, feelings and emotions. Open your heart to them.
When you talk to them, be very specific, describing your situation exactly (whether it's a health, financial, 
psychological, mental or energetic problem etc.) Talking to your team and opening your heart to them can calm 
your heart, your mind, and help you raise your vibratory frequency.



COMMAND 12 21 

 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

COBRA: 

« Command 12 21 is actually an invocation, which brings you the immediate attention of your team. 

So, whatever is happening in your life, if there is a situation where you need your team to assist you, 

this will be like an SOS call for them. 

When they receive this command, they immediately start checking your situation, what's going on and 
they take action. 

You can invoke them as often as you feel guided, or whenever you wish. »

Source: https://www.welovemassmeditation.com/2020/12/sisterhood-of-rose-interview-with-cobra-age-of-
aquarius-final-activation.html

https://www.welovemassmeditation.com/2020/12/sisterhood-of-rose-interview-with-cobra-age-of-aquarius-final-activation.html
https://www.welovemassmeditation.com/2020/12/sisterhood-of-rose-interview-with-cobra-age-of-aquarius-final-activation.html


COMMAND 12 21 

 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

There are 2 ways of invoking this protocol:

You can repeat 3 times in a row in your mind « Command 12 21 »
(pronounced COMMAND TWELVE TWENTY-ONE)

OR

You can repeat 3 times in a row out loud « Command 12 21 »
(pronounced COMMAND TWELVE TWENTY-ONE). 

It's more effective to say it out loud; when you use this protocol aloud, articulate well, and feel what's happening 
in your body. 

You're free to use this code whenever you like, every day, even several times a day/night.

BUT BE AWARE :

THIS IS NOT A COMPLETE AND AUTOMATIC PHYSICAL, ENERGETIC AND SPIRITUAL PROTECTION.



COMMAND 7-7-1 

 Pronounced: « command SEVEN SEVEN ONE »
 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

This is a protocol for EMOTIONAL HEALING.

Pleiadians have finally developed a protocol for emotional healing.

Use this when you are feeling negative emotions or if you feel victimized by someone else's 
emotion, if you are emotionally wounded, or if you have emotional problems/trauma...

If you wish to receive emotional healing from the Pleiadians, you need to repeat three times in a 
row, either aloud or in your mind « Command 7-7-1 » (pronounced COMMAND seven 

seven one), and Pleiadian medical ships will assist you with their healing beams. 

It helps to lay down and allow 20-30 minutes for the healing process.

Source: http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2020/07/music-of-spheres.html

http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2020/07/music-of-spheres.html


COMMAND PB STARDUST 
 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

This is an anti-pain protocol, even for chronic pain.

COBRA: « Physical pain is the second most powerful source of evil when combined with negative free will. Physical pain originates 
from imperfect evolution of central nervous system in the physical bodes on planets with excessive amount of primary anomaly.
Fear of physical pain is the source of trauma-based mind programming which structures the society on planets controlled by the 
dark forces, the last such planet being planet Earth.

Now the Light Forces have begun to dissolve the whole trauma-based mind programming complex on planet Earth at its core with 
their advanced technologies. The Pleiadians would now like to help people with chronic pain and have developed a protocol that 
can help ease the pain.

If you have chronic physical pain, repeat this three times in your mind:

« Command PB Stardust »

The Pleiadians will then use their advanced technologies to access your central nervous system to ease your pain. This new 
protocol is still in development and is limited in its efficiency. »

Source: http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2017/11/physical-intervention.html  

http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2017/11/physical-intervention.html


COMMAND PB STARDUST 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

COBRA adds: « Command PB Stardust Pleiadian protocol for removal of chronic pain has been proven to be about 
80% effective. Main factors reducing the effectivity of the protocol are suppressed guilt, suppressed negative 
emotions, past life soul contracts with the dark forces and extremely complex and / or strong medical conditions.

You need to understand that this protocol in most cases does not heal the cause of the pain, it just adjusts the 
central nervous system so that it decreases the pain signal. Moderate pain signal is then simply a sign that 
something is wrong with the physical body and medical attention is needed. This protocol is NOT a substitute for 
medical intervention by conventional and / or alternative medicine.

The Light forces have requested that this protocol goes viral as it has the power to drastically reduce 
the amount of unnecessary suffering on the surface of the planet. »

Source: http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2017/11/situation-update.html

Command PB Stardust testimonies, resources and feedback to the Pleiadians: 
https://www.welovemassmeditation.com/p/blog-page_4.html

We Love Mass Meditation VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7pgDYmfLk8&t=9s 

http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2017/11/situation-update.html
https://www.welovemassmeditation.com/p/blog-page_4.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7pgDYmfLk8&t=9s


COMMAND RCV STARDUST 

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

This is a protocol which removes about 75% of the COVID VIRUS 
and to some extent disinfects the area you're in.

Even when we have an illness or symptoms that appear, we can use it to soothe ourselves, 
reduce symptoms and their effects.

If you know, feel, or fear that you have contracted a virus, or would like to disinfect the area around 
you, you can repeat three times in a row out loud or in your mind:

« Command RCV Stardust »



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

- STARDUST TECHNOLOGY - 

COBRA: 

« Basically, the stardust technologies can be used to remove the source of chronic pain. 

It can be used to block the central nervous system which will be done at the event for the cabal 
members, but it can also be used to remove the source of chronic pain, it can repair organs, repair DNA 
cellular structure. If there is any type of structural damage to the physical body, it can be repaired in 
about 15 minutes with stardust technology.  

It’s a pleiadian technology that will be available very shortly after the event. All cases of chronic illness 
will be healed very shortly after the event with that technology. »

Source: https://web.archive.org/web/20140628224637/http://thepromiserevealed.com/cobra-interviews-page/

https://web.archive.org/web/20140628224637/http:/thepromiserevealed.com/cobra-interviews-page/


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

- OPERATION STARDUST -

COBRA: « Operation Stardust 2 was carried out by the Pleiadian Fleet from the orbit of planet Earth. Stardust is the 
codename of a special advanced nanotechnology. It is a dust made of small nanoparticles that were sprayed into the 
physical bodies of the members of the Cabal and their minions (think “cosmic chemtrails”). This nanodust can not be 
removed by any technology known on Earth. Its activation has two phases. The first phase blocks the central nervous 
system immediately and a person can not move. The second phase kills the person. It will be activated at the time of 
the Event to block members of the Cabal trying to do any harm. In vast majority of cases Phase 1 activation will be 
sufficient. The purpose of the Operation Stardust is to counteract any negative effects of Doom 33 that the Cabal 
might want to use at that point. In combination with the Positive Military action, this basically check-mates the 
power of the Cabal. This technology will NOT be activated before the Event. At the Event, the Positive Military and 
civilian authority will still need to do their part. The purpose of this operation is to make it easier for them.

If high-ranking members of the Cabal need to have proof that Operation Stardust 2 is real, this proof can be 
arranged. »

Source: http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2012/06/normal-0-microsoftinternetexplorer4_21.html

http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2012/06/normal-0-microsoftinternetexplorer4_21.html


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION

About using the Pleiadian Protocols: 

COBRA: « If you do it aloud, it's more powerful because the sound vibration, manifests 
more possibilities for intervention on the physical plane. »

Does this also apply to the other commands such as 771 in terms of saying it out loud 
having more power?

COBRA: « Yes. Yes. You can actually say them out loud. All of them. »

Note: to find out more about the Pleiadian race behind these protocols, please refer to the following COBRA update: 
http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2018/03/pleiadians.html

http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2018/03/pleiadians.html


Summary of the Pleiadians Protocols

Repeat 3 times aloud or in your mind:

 « Command 12 21 » (command twelve twenty-one): To connect with your Light Team and ask for their 
help, protection and guidance.

 « Command 7-7-1 » (command seven seven one): For emotional healing; it helps to lay down and allow 
20-30 minutes for the healing process.

 « Command PB Stardust »: Anti-pain protocol. The Pleiadians use their advanced technologies to access 
your central nervous system to ease your pain.

 « Command RCV Stardust »: Protocol for eliminating Covid and other viruses. If you know, feel, or fear 
that you have contracted a virus, or would like to disinfect the area around you, you can repeat three 
times this protocol.

Tips: after pronouncing the protocol in question, add a detailed and specific request (the more precise the request from your heart, the more 
the Pleiadians will be able to act accordingly).

LIBÉRATION PLANÉTAIRE ET ASCENSION
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